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Abstract

There is increasing pressure generally for lecturers to adapt their supervision practices of post-

graduate students to better prepare postgraduate students for careers outside of academia. In this

paper we examine what such pressure may mean for the supervision and preparation of theoretical

physicists specifically, theoretical physics being a sub-discipline of physics usually perceived as a

highly specialised niche area of scientific practice. In this exploratory study we apply the concepts

of the Specialisation Dimension of Legitimation Code Theory to analyse and reveal the domi-

nant concepts and codes, as well as the code shifts that may occur during postgraduate studies,

based on an autoethnographic account of theoretical physicist identity development. The findings

demonstrate an underpinning value for both knowledge and knower attributes in the journey to

becoming a legitimate theoretical physicist, and the critical role played by postgraduate supervi-

sors in facilitating the process of theoretical physicist identity development. Also highlighted are

possible implications for supervisors faced with students intending to take up employment outside

of academia.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The universities of today have changed vastly from what they were a century ago. Yet

in this age of mass higher education supervision has remained a more personalised form of

pedagogy (Bitzer and Albertyn, 2011), suggestive of a time when there was greater socio-

cultural homogeneity between university teachers and students, and when the pursuit of

a postgraduate qualification in pure sciences generally meant specialisation in a particular

field and a life long career in academia. Supervisors enculturated their students in the

ways of the discipline (Roseberry, Warren, and Conant, 1992) and students tended to be

willing apprentices. Underpinning this enculturation process is the apprenticeship model,

premised on the existence of a culture and community of science defined by disciplinary

values, models of thinking, patterns of behaviour, language style and an appreciation for a

particular “science lifestyle” (Lave, 1992; Wang, 2018). Learning, in turn, has been viewed

as being the process of developing an identity within this community:

“Learning is, in this purview, more basically, a process of coming to be, of forging identi-

ties in activity in the world. In short, learners are never only that, but are becoming certain

sorts of subjects with certain ways of participating in the world. . . Subjects occupy different

locations, and have different interests, reasons and understandings of who they are and what

they are up to.” (Lave, 1992, p. 3)

The higher education landscape has, however, shifted dramatically in the past 20 years,

both internationally and nationally. Staff and student demographics have changed and the

very purpose of higher education has been challenged, with increasing pressure for lecturers

to shift postgraduate pedagogical practices to better address the current and future needs

of society (Ashwin and Case, 2018). This is particularly true at the doctoral level, where

doctoral research and the doctoral qualification is seen as an important means of generating

solutions to society’s complex problems (CHE, 2014). Academic posts are also increasingly

challenging to secure (Roach and Sauermann (2017), and many graduates are forced to look

outside academia for employment (Walters, Zarifa and Etmanski, 2020). This branching

out of the academic pipeline, with graduates of higher degrees entering workplaces that

are vastly different from the academic and research environments for which they have been

prepared (Acker and Haque, 2017), indicates the need for doctoral graduates to develop

both in-depth and highly sophisticated understandings of the knowledge of their disciplines
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to be able to apply this knowledge to a broad range of contexts and fields of practice. It

may also have implications for the type of identity graduate students develop, based on their

intrinsic motivations and their intended career paths. Consequently, doctoral education may

need to adapt in response to the shifting societal pressures and requirements to enable the

development of PhD graduates with flexible dispositions and a new type of disciplinary

“gaze” (Bourdieu and Wacquant, 1992) that would allow doctoral graduates to more easily

integrate into new contexts and apply their knowledge seamlessly in fields of practice beyond

the academe. This shift may, however, present challenges for the development and training

of postgraduates especially in pure, hard sciences, and for PhD supervisors in particular.

We seek to interrogate the perceived shift and its implications for doctoral student super-

vision through an analysis of supervision practices in theoretical physics. Theoretical physics

can be considered one of the more abstract, pure sciences, yet despite this, it still needs to

become a more professional qualification as the majority of graduates may now pursue ca-

reers outside academia, in diverse areas such as banking and industry. For supervisors, this

may have ramifications on how the doctoral programme is scaffolded, as the outcomes may

need to be revised to reflect a vastly different purpose to what has traditionally been sought.

Our purpose is to determine how the preparation of theoretical physicists (and doctoral su-

pervision practices in particular) may need to change whilst still ensuring that the pursuit

of obtaining the deep disciplinary knowledge and understanding that is the hallmark of the

doctoral qualification, is not compromised. How does a supervisor prepare students not just

for the continued research path of post-doctoral fellowships, but for internships in industry?

To pursue this fully we need to first recall that physics, as an academic discipline in

science, is historically considered to be one of the hard, pure curricula-oriented type of

disciplines (Roberts, 2015). It is underpinned by a hierarchical knowledge structure, strong

internal grammar and a strong instructional discourse emphasizing disciplinary knowledge

and procedures (Bernstein, 1999; 2000). The undergraduate curriculum especially tends to

follow a predetermined structure and sequence, characterised by strong classification and

framing (Bernstein, 1999). This curriculum format is, however, necessary to ensure that

students become familiar with the language codes and conceptual constellations of physics

and are afforded the opportunity to gain the fundamental content knowledge required to

progress through the hierarchy of the undergraduate curriculum.

As one advances into the more theoretical branches of physics in advanced years of study,
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more and more conceptual knowledge must be acquired and integrated. This may leave

the experiential approaches to teaching behind, but in learning more concepts and spending

more time in lectures, lecturers begin to walk students through an exercise of building piece-

by-piece a mental model reflecting the one the lecturer has. This complex process is rarely

sufficient to permit students to actually perform genuine problem-solving tasks, as well as

integrating them with the range of new procedures they are learning (Middendorf and Pace,

2004).

There is, accordingly, a gradual process of cumulative knowledge building (Maton, 2014)

that occurs in the education of physics students, evolving from conceptual knowledge acquisi-

tion in the undergraduate setting, to mastery by moving beyond the didactic to understand-

ing and comprehension of the knowledge, and then to the construction of new knowledge

at the graduate level. That is, students are gradually inducted into the discipline and the

practice of knowledge production, gaining foundational knowledge and ‘learning to think

like a physicist’ during undergraduate studies (Van Heuvelen, 1991; Conana, 2016; Conana,

Marshall and Case, 2020). Whilst lecturers initially aim to construct disciplinary knowledge

in a hierarchical manner, by beginning with hands on experiential work through laborato-

ries and practicals, this quickly becomes a repeated testing of invented threshold concepts

(Wisker, 2018) such as Newton’s laws etc., to see if these always hold-up under scrutiny, as

well as the constant development of students’ understanding of complex representations and

their uses in physics. Postgraduate study, on the other hand, is focussed on the development

of skills for abstracting and producing new knowledge and the gradual development of the

theoretical physicist identity.

This repeated testing and questioning that characterises undergraduate studies is a key

aspect of the scientist’s identity, founded on Dewey’s notion of ‘competent inquiry’ (Dewey,

1938, loc. cit. Towne and Shavelson, 2002). It can also be associated with Popper’s “critical

rationalism”, amongst other scientific philosophies (Towne and Shavelson, 2002). The key

point is that the nature of the scientific laws that are sought to be formulated are abstract

ones that must constantly be tested. In the context of theoretical physics, this is captured in

the lecture series entitled “Character of Physical Law”, by Feynman (1965), in how he saw

“physical laws”. That is, he suggested a theoretical physicist attempts to write down, in the

language of mathematics, a simple and beautiful explanation for nature. However, he does

not impose this on nature. It is at best a model, one that will only have a certain regime
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of applicability. Physicists test the range of this model, whilst refining and improving, in

a search for new laws and broader or deeper understandings and applications, making this

the cornerstone of physics education.

The inquiry mind set, while triggered in undergraduate study, must be fostered more in-

tentionally during the crucial transitional time of doctoral studies in particular, a time which

has been considered the time of the academic’s identity construction or a rite-of-passage to

becoming an academic or expert in the field. As highlighted by Wisker (2018), the research

learning when doctoral candidates make breakthroughs in their thinking, understanding, re-

searching and writing largely concern conceptual threshold crossing (Meyer and Land, 2003),

which show both ontological change (changing the way they see themselves in the world and

in their identity as a researcher) and epistemological change (a confidence in engaging with

the research learning, and an active awareness of the ways of constructing knowledge and

making a contribution).

While the knowledge outcomes may be clearly identified for students, the cultural norms

and values (set by the research scientists (Brickhouse and Schultz, 1999), that enable genuine

participation in the discipline) are usually less well defined. This may also be one of the

factors contributing to the relatively high attrition rate of students in undergraduate physics

programmes and the reason for the “pipeline metaphor” which “models physics retention as a

stream of students flowing through a physics pipeline” until they “leak” out (leaving physics)

or arrive at a fixed endpoint where they are “full-fledged physicists” (Quan 2017, p 16).

In this paper, we attempt to make the tacit more explicit by drawing on the personal

experiences and insights of one of the authors, an academic in this discipline, to highlight

the iterative cycles of epistemological and ontological shifts that occur in the process of the-

oretical physicist identity development as students move from novice to developing expert

and finally to expert. Using concepts from the Specialisation Dimension of Legitimation

Code Theory (LCT) (Maton, 2014), we demonstrate what is valued in the discipline at dif-

ferent stages of undergraduate and postgraduate education, specifically from the supervisor

perspective, and explain how these values influence the development of the identity and

“cultivated gaze” (Maton, 2014) of an expert theoretical physicist. We expose the organising

principles that shape the disciplinary education of theoretical physicists, and we reflect on

what, if anything, might be required to prepare PhD graduates for different fields of practice.
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FIG. 1: The Specialisation plane of LCT, showing the four specialisation codes.

II. APPLICATION OF THE SPECIALISATION DIMENSION OF LCT AND SCI-

ENCE IDENTITY THEORY

LCT is a multidimensional conceptual toolkit for illuminating struggles of legitimacy in

social fields of practice, allowing for “both the exploration of knowledge-building and the

cumulative building of knowledge”, and it “enables knowledge practices to be seen, their

organizing principles to be conceptualized, and their effects to be explored” (Maton, 2014, p.

4). It is comprised of four dimensions: Autonomy, Specialisation, Semantics and Temporality

(Maton, 2014), “each dimension comprises a series of concepts centred on capturing a set of

organizing principles underlying dispositions, practices and contexts” (Maton, 2016, p. 11).

The Specialisation dimension of LCT enables the exploration of practices in terms of

knowledge-knower structures (Maton, 2014). The organising principles of specialisation

may be described in terms of epistemic relations (ER) and social relations (SR). Epistemic

relations (ER) refer to the strength of the relationship between a practice and its object;

Social relations (SR) refer to the strength of the relationship between practices and their

subject (Maton, 2014). The relative strengths and weaknesses of these relations may be

indicated by “+” and “–”, respectively. These relations may be combined to illustrate

the continuum of strengths, leading to the creation of the Specialisation plane and four

Specialisation codes, viz., Knowledge Codes, Knower Codes, Elite Codes and Relativist

Codes (Maton, 2014) (Fig. 1).
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Maton (2014, p. 31) describes Specialisation codes within the Specialisation plane as follows:

• Knowledge codes (ER+, SR–), “. . . where possession of specialised knowledge, prin-

ciples, or procedures concerning specific objects of study is emphasised as the basis of

achievement, and the attributes of actors are downplayed”;

• Knower codes (ER–, SR+), “. . . where specialised knowledge and objects are down-

played and the attributes of actors are emphasised as measures of achievement”

• Élite codes (ER+, SR+), “. . . where legitimacy is based on both possessing specialist

knowledge and being the right kind of knower”; and

• Relativist codes (ER–, SR–), “. . . where legitimacy is determined by neither specialist

knowledge nor knower attributes – ‘anything goes’”.

Given the focus of the study, the concepts and codes of specialisation thus provide the

language and tools to be able to identify the logics that underpin the education and identity

development of theoretical physicists. However, LCT also provide other tools, such as the

4-K model of epistemic relations, that may be employed to reveal the specific knowledge

and practices which are valued in a discipline, as well as what is viewed as acceptable

objects of study. The 4-K model distinguishes epistemic relations into two further categories:

ontic relations (OR), describing the strengths of relations between knowledge practices and

their objects, and discursive relations (DR), referring to the strengths of relation between

knowledge practices and other knowledge practices (Maton, 2014).

While LCT provides a useful set of tools for revealing the underpinning logics that shape

supervision practices, the findings must still be viewed in relation to identity development

to determine the implications for supervision practices. For this purpose, we refer to the

“science identity” model proposed by Carlone and Johnson (2007) as the overarching theo-

retical framework for this study. In this model (informed by the work of Gee (2000)), science

identity develops as a consequence of a complex interplay between competency, performance

and recognition (Fig. 2). Competence refers to the knowledge and understanding of scien-

tific content, performance is the ability to enact or demonstrate the practices of science to

others, while recognition refers to the self-recognition or recognition by others as a scientist.

According to the science identity model, science identity is shaped as a consequence of vary-

ing levels of development in these three broad areas, bearing in mind that both personal
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(knowledge
and
understanding
of science
content)

<latexit sha1_base64="nDZd1/GxJBhZUj5bG0VboQp7SoA=">AAACQHicbVA9SwNBEN3zM8avqKXNYhBiE+4ComXQxjKC+YBcCHubuWTJ3u6xu6eEIz/Nxp9gZ21joYitlXvJFZo4sPDmvR3mzQtizrRx3RdnZXVtfWOzsFXc3tnd2y8dHLa0TBSFJpVcqk5ANHAmoGmY4dCJFZAo4NAOxteZ3r4HpZkUd2YSQy8iQ8FCRomxVL/U9oVkYgDC4NQPQtwAFUoVEUFh6vvFygOZaCxDC0EQapgYYjMC28YqaynkqiXxgGnK4szJWbFfKrtVd1Z4GXg5KKO8Gv3Ssz+QNImsE8qJ1l3PjU0vJcou4TAt+omGmNAxGULXQkEi0L10FsAUn1pmgK1x++wlM/b3REoirSdRYH9GxIz0opaR/2ndxISXvZSJODEg6HxRmHBsJM7StCcroIZPLCBUMesV0xHJorGZZyF4iycvg1at6p1X3dtauX6Vx1FAx+gEVZCHLlAd3aAGaiKKHtErekcfzpPz5nw6X/OvK04+c4T+lPP9A2aJr5o=</latexit>

Performance
(ways of
enacting the
practices of
the discipline)

<latexit sha1_base64="Daasdn3lWweCY917NzppDrOQ0XU=">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</latexit>

Recognition
(by self and
others) as a
scientist

<latexit sha1_base64="8I2XfJBZbia6X3hjYKwJSOIUdqo=">AAACC3icbVC7TsMwFHXKq5RXgJHFaoXEVCWVEIwVLIxF0IfURJXjOK1Vx45sBymKurPwKywMIMTKD7DxNzhtBmg5kqWjc+6V7zlBwqjSjvNtVdbWNza3qtu1nd29/QP78KinRCox6WLBhBwESBFGOelqqhkZJJKgOGCkH0yvC7//QKSigt/rLCF+jMacRhQjbaSRXfe4oDwkXMPcCyJ4hynhmHgepIVIdTYb2Q2n6cwBV4lbkgYo0RnZX14ocBqbfcyQUkPXSbSfI6kpZmRW81JFEoSnaEyGhnIUE+Xn8ywzeGqUEEZCmmeOmqu/N3IUK5XFgZmMkZ6oZa8Q//OGqY4u/ZzyJNUm4eKjKGVQC1gUA0MqCdYsMwRhSc2tEE+QRFib+mqmBHc58irptZruedO5bTXaV2UdVXAC6uAMuOACtMEN6IAuwOARPINX8GY9WS/Wu/WxGK1Y5c4x+APr8wcXbZsU</latexit>

Science
identity

FIG. 2: Model of Science Identity (adapted from Carlone and Johnson (2007)).

agency as well as various contextual factors may also influence the process. Carlone and

Johnson highlight, for instance, that gender, racial and ethnic identities may affect science

identity, but also that an identity can only exist to that extent one is able to demonstrate

that identity in a way that is recognisable and can be validated by others. Science identity,

according to this model, is thus, “both situationally emergent and potentially enduring over

time and context” (Carlone and Johnson, 2007, p. 1192). It should be noted that for the

purposes of this study, our focus is on how these three areas (i.e., competence performance

and recognition) are influenced and developed by supervision practices and the supervisor’s

own science identity. We acknowledge the influence of agency and other contextual factors

such as race or socio-economic background, however, it is beyond the scope of the present

exploratory study. It will however, be integrated into a wider study on supervision practices

and identity in Science Technology Engineering and Mathematics (STEM) disciplines, which

this study serves as a precursor for.

III. METHODOLOGY

This study followed a qualitative research paradigm, using a facilitated autoethnographic

research method (Hamilton, Smith and Worthington, 2008) for data generation. Data was

drawn from a semi-structured interview facilitated by author 2, a science education special-

ist, in which author 1, a theoretical physicist specialising in high energy particle physics

8



and gravitational physics, reflected on his own developmental journey and his current post-

graduate supervision practices. We were aware of the limitations of the autoethnographic

approach, however, our intention was to provide an in depth account of an individual expe-

rience of moving through a particular culture, in this case the culture of theoretical physics.

As both Stephen, O’Connor and Garrison (2005) and Hamilton et al. (2008) argue, method-

ological approaches like autoethnographies can illustrate how small, sometimes idiosyncratic,

experiences can have a cascading effect in students’ broader trajectories. Therefore, con-

sidering the focus of this research, facilitated autoethnography was determined to be the

most appropriate method, despite the limitations. Credibility was, however, enhanced to an

extent, by conducting a facilitated autoethnography, while trustworthiness was addressed

through the recording, transcription and subsequent verification of the interview.

The interview transcript was initially examined broadly to identify emergent themes

and the dominant specialisation concepts within the data. This initial coarse analysis was

followed by a more fine grained analysis using a translation device designed specifically

to identify the manifestations of these concepts as well as the different strengths of these

concepts. The strengths of the concepts ranged from strong and very strong epistemic

relations (ER+ and ER++ respectively), to weak and very weak epistemic relations (ER–

and ER– –). The continuum of strengths of social relations was similarly classified as strong

and very strong social relations (SR+ and SR++), and weak and very weak social relations

(SR– and SR– –). The data emerging from this analysis were plotted on the specialisation

plane (Fig. 3), with spread of the data points highlighting the code shifts that a theoretical

physicist may experience in the progression from undergraduate studies to PhD. The data

were also examined for evidence of shifts in epistemic relations to explicate the development

of different gazes and insights.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The clustering of data points in the knowledge and elite quadrants of the specialisation

plane (Fig. 3) confirmed the dominance of the knowledge code in theoretical physics, but

also indicated a distinct code shift in the transition from undergraduate student to expert in

this discipline. For instance, the clustering of points related to matriculants (school leavers)

applying to study physics, in the knowledge quadrant demonstrates the dominance of strong

9



<latexit sha1_base64="Sew1/YvbId8GUIEwXINXHdMeqQc=">AAAB/HicbVBNS8NAEN3Ur1q/qj16WSyCp5IURI8FLz1WsB/QhrLZTtqlu5uwuxFCqH/FiwdFvPpDvPlv3KY5aOuDgcd7M8zMC2LOtHHdb6e0tb2zu1ferxwcHh2fVE/PejpKFIUujXikBgHRwJmErmGGwyBWQETAoR/M75Z+/xGUZpF8MGkMviBTyUJGibHSuFqD2C4BwShWwHNRj6t1t+HmwJvEK0gdFeiMq1+jSUQTAdJQTrQeem5s/IwowyiHRWWUaIgJnZMpDC2VRID2s/z4Bb60ygSHkbIlDc7V3xMZEVqnIrCdgpiZXveW4n/eMDHhrZ8xGScGJF0tChOOTYSXSeAJU0ANTy0hVDF7K6Yzogg1Nq+KDcFbf3mT9JoN77rh3jfrrXYRRxmdowt0hTx0g1qojTqoiyhK0TN6RW/Ok/PivDsfq9aSU8zU0B84nz82+ZUl</latexit>

epistemic relations

<latexit sha1_base64="HlXWrampphJ4KE/k4SXybNe1M9g=">AAACF3icbVDLSgMxFM34rOOr6tJNsAiuhpmC6LLgpssK9gGdUjLpnTY0kwxJRihD/8KNv+LGhSJudeffmLYjaOuBwOGcc7m5J0o508b3v5y19Y3Nre3Sjru7t39wWD46bmmZKQpNKrlUnYho4ExA0zDDoZMqIEnEoR2Nb2Z++x6UZlLcmUkKvYQMBYsZJcZK/bIXRjBkIqcgDKipqyVlhIchVsDnEe2GIAY/fr9c8T1/DrxKgoJUUIFGv/wZDiTNEjtOOdG6G/ip6eVEGUY5TN0w05ASOiZD6FoqSAK6l8/vmuJzqwxwLJV9wuC5+nsiJ4nWkySyyYSYkV72ZuJ/Xjcz8XUvZyLNDAi6WBRnHBuJZyXhAVNADZ9YQqhi9q+Yjogi1HagXVtCsHzyKmlVveDS82+rlVq9qKOETtEZukABukI1VEcN1EQUPaAn9IJenUfn2Xlz3hfRNaeYOUF/4Hx8Az7poJ0=</latexit>

social
relations

<latexit sha1_base64="n+1z4OEJXYBanCcP5U99JgdJdz0=">AAAB8HicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+rXr0EiyCIJTdguixIEKPVeyHtEvJptk2NMkuSVYoS3+FFw+KePXnePPfmLZ70NYHA4/3ZpiZFyacaeN5305hbX1jc6u4XdrZ3ds/cA+PWjpOFaFNEvNYdUKsKWeSNg0znHYSRbEIOW2H45uZ336iSrNYPphJQgOBh5JFjGBjpcesF0bo9v5i2nfLXsWbA60SPydlyNHou1+9QUxSQaUhHGvd9b3EBBlWhhFOp6VeqmmCyRgPaddSiQXVQTY/eIrOrDJAUaxsSYPm6u+JDAutJyK0nQKbkV72ZuJ/Xjc10XWQMZmkhkqyWBSlHJkYzb5HA6YoMXxiCSaK2VsRGWGFibEZlWwI/vLLq6RVrfiXFe+uWq7V8ziKcAKncA4+XEEN6tCAJhAQ8Ayv8OYo58V5dz4WrQUnnzmGP3A+fwDwOI/a</latexit>

ER+

<latexit sha1_base64="1R0gYXCQtoPhRZyTfe4jGVvdp28=">AAAB8XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBS0tSED0WROixiq3FtpTNdtMu3WzC7kQoof/CiwdFvPpvvPlv3LY5aOuDgcd7M8zM82MpDLrut5NbW9/Y3MpvF3Z29/YPiodHLRMlmvEmi2Sk2z41XArFmyhQ8nasOQ19yR/88fXMf3ji2ohI3eMk5r2QDpUIBKNopce06wfk5q5cnvaLJbfizkFWiZeREmRo9Itf3UHEkpArZJIa0/HcGHsp1SiY5NNCNzE8pmxMh7xjqaIhN710fvGUnFllQIJI21JI5urviZSGxkxC33aGFEdm2ZuJ/3mdBIOrXipUnCBXbLEoSCTBiMzeJwOhOUM5sYQyLeythI2opgxtSAUbgrf88ippVSveRcW9rZZq9SyOPJzAKZyDB5dQgzo0oAkMFDzDK7w5xnlx3p2PRWvOyWaO4Q+czx9fKZAT</latexit>

ER–

<latexit sha1_base64="NvRSXL8t2sJH/VrLO85MjYzrOUo=">AAAB8XicbVDLTgJBEOzFF+IL9ehlIjHxAtklMXok8cIRHyARCJkdZmHC7OxmpteEbPgLLx40xqt/482/cYA9KFhJJ5Wq7nR3+bEUBl3328mtrW9sbuW3Czu7e/sHxcOjlokSzXiTRTLSbZ8aLoXiTRQoeTvWnIa+5A/++HrmPzxxbUSk7nES815Ih0oEglG00mPa9QNyd1suT/vFkltx5yCrxMtICTI0+sWv7iBiScgVMkmN6XhujL2UahRM8mmhmxgeUzamQ96xVNGQm146v3hKzqwyIEGkbSkkc/X3REpDYyahbztDiiOz7M3E/7xOgsFVLxUqTpArtlgUJJJgRGbvk4HQnKGcWEKZFvZWwkZUU4Y2pIINwVt+eZW0qhXvouLeVEu1ehZHHk7gFM7Bg0uoQR0a0AQGCp7hFd4c47w4787HojXnZDPH8AfO5w90mZAh</latexit>

SR–
<latexit sha1_base64="MHmCMRW9VnE1+LAHl/v7fXAJplI=">AAAB8HicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoMgCGE3IHoMeMkxPvKQZAmzk9lkyMzsMjMrhCVf4cWDIl79HG/+jbPJHjSxoKGo6qa7K4g508Z1v53C2vrG5lZxu7Szu7d/UD48ausoUYS2SMQj1Q2wppxJ2jLMcNqNFcUi4LQTTG4yv/NElWaRfDDTmPoCjyQLGcHGSo9pPwjR/d3FbFCuuFV3DrRKvJxUIEdzUP7qDyOSCCoN4VjrnufGxk+xMoxwOiv1E01jTCZ4RHuWSiyo9tP5wTN0ZpUhCiNlSxo0V39PpFhoPRWB7RTYjPWyl4n/eb3EhNd+ymScGCrJYlGYcGQilH2PhkxRYvjUEkwUs7ciMsYKE2MzKtkQvOWXV0m7VvUuq+5trVJv5HEU4QRO4Rw8uII6NKAJLSAg4Ble4c1Rzovz7nwsWgtOPnMMf+B8/gAFqY/o</latexit>

SR+

<latexit sha1_base64="Bu+4/A66urCXhff5RKs+Ire7Ceg=">AAAB+HicbVBNS8NAEN34WetHox69LBbBU0kKoseClx4r2A9oQ9lsJu3SzW7Y3Sg19Jd48aCIV3+KN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5YcqZNp737Wxsbm3v7Jb2yvsHh0cV9/iko2WmKLSp5FL1QqKBMwFtwwyHXqqAJCGHbji5nfvdB1CaSXFvpikECRkJFjNKjJWGbiUfMIMnQj5yiEYwG7pVr+YtgNeJX5AqKtAaul+DSNIsAWEoJ1r3fS81QU6UYZTDrDzINKSETsgI+pYKkoAO8sXhM3xhlQjHUtkSBi/U3xM5SbSeJqHtTIgZ61VvLv7n9TMT3wQ5E2lmQNDlojjj2Eg8TwFHTAE1fGoJoYrZWzEdE0WosVmVbQj+6svrpFOv+Vc1765ebTSLOEroDJ2jS+Sja9RATdRCbURRhp7RK3pznpwX5935WLZuOMXMKfoD5/MHC9eTWg==</latexit>

knowledge

<latexit sha1_base64="PIUAjUGxYEHEwZy34y85iaaeDfM=">AAAB+XicbVBNS8NAEN34WetX1KOXxSJ4KklB9Fjw0mMF+wFtKJvtpF262YTdSaGE/hMvHhTx6j/x5r9x2+agrQ8W3rw3w8y+MJXCoOd9O1vbO7t7+6WD8uHR8cmpe3beNkmmObR4IhPdDZkBKRS0UKCEbqqBxaGETjh5WPidKWgjEvWEsxSCmI2UiARnaKWB6+Z9gVSDtPXUrpsP3IpX9Zagm8QvSIUUaA7cr/4w4VkMCrlkxvR8L8UgZxoFlzAv9zMDKeMTNoKepYrFYIJ8efmcXltlSKNE26eQLtXfEzmLjZnFoe2MGY7NurcQ//N6GUb3QS5UmiEovloUZZJiQhcx0KHQwFHOLGFcC3sr5WOmGUcbVtmG4K9/eZO0a1X/tuo91ir1RhFHiVySK3JDfHJH6qRBmqRFOJmSZ/JK3pzceXHenY9V65ZTzFyQP3A+fwADmpPr</latexit>

relativist
<latexit sha1_base64="QSpU3Mm17OM0/Z1wpbItVB4Rgwc=">AAAB83icbVBNS8NAEN34WetX1aOXxSJ4KklB9Fjw0mMF+wFNKJvtpF262YTdiVJC/4YXD4p49c9489+4bXPQ1gcDj/dmmJkXplIYdN1vZ2Nza3tnt7RX3j84PDqunJx2TJJpDm2eyET3QmZACgVtFCihl2pgcSihG07u5n73EbQRiXrAaQpBzEZKRIIztJKf+wLpRCVPoGeDStWtuQvQdeIVpEoKtAaVL3+Y8CwGhVwyY/qem2KQM42CS5iV/cxAyviEjaBvqWIxmCBf3Dyjl1YZ0ijRthTShfp7ImexMdM4tJ0xw7FZ9ebif14/w+g2yIVKMwTFl4uiTFJM6DwAOhQaOMqpJYxrYW+lfMw042hjKtsQvNWX10mnXvOua+59vdpoFnGUyDm5IFfEIzekQZqkRdqEk5Q8k1fy5mTOi/PufCxbN5xi5oz8gfP5A1HNkeE=</latexit>

knower

<latexit sha1_base64="zN6zzNPzfZP5DD6zHp5CFipnlqE=">AAAB9HicbVDLSgMxFL3js9ZX1aWbYBFdlZmC6LLgpssK9gGdoWTStA3NZMbkTqEM/Q43LhRx68e4829M21lo64HA4Zx7uDcnTKQw6Lrfzsbm1vbObmGvuH9weHRcOjltmTjVjDdZLGPdCanhUijeRIGSdxLNaRRK3g7H93O/PeHaiFg94jThQUSHSgwEo2ilIPMFEv/KxpHPeqWyW3EXIOvEy0kZcjR6pS+/H7M04gqZpMZ0PTfBIKMaBZN8VvRTwxPKxnTIu5YqGnETZIujZ+TSKn0yiLV9CslC/Z3IaGTMNArtZERxZFa9ufif101xcBdkQiUpcsWWiwapJBiTeQOkLzRnKKeWUKaFvZWwEdWUoe2paEvwVr+8TlrVindTcR+q5Vo9r6MA53AB1+DBLdSgDg1oAoMneIZXeHMmzovz7nwsRzecPHMGf+B8/gB5NZHr</latexit>

élite

<latexit sha1_base64="tkaEuCpm+9qPjmOgEMQYgCz626w=">AAAB9XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0WPBS48V7Ae0sWy2m3bpZhN2J0oJ/R9ePCji1f/izX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekEhh0HW/ncLa+sbmVnG7tLO7t39QPjxqmTjVjDdZLGPdCajhUijeRIGSdxLNaRRI3g7GtzO//ci1EbG6x0nC/YgOlQgFo2ilh14gKRujFlQNJe+XK27VnYOsEi8nFcjR6Je/eoOYpRFXyCQ1puu5CfoZ1SiY5NNSLzU8sQvokHctVTTixs/mV0/JmVUGJIy1LYVkrv6eyGhkzCQKbGdEcWSWvZn4n9dNMbzxM6GSFLlii0VhKgnGZBYBGQjNGcqJJZRpYW8lbEQ1ZWiDKtkQvOWXV0nroupdVd27y0qtnsdRhBM4hXPw4BpqUIcGNIGBhmd4hTfnyXlx3p2PRWvByWeO4Q+czx/V7ZK/</latexit>N
<latexit sha1_base64="tkaEuCpm+9qPjmOgEMQYgCz626w=">AAAB9XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0WPBS48V7Ae0sWy2m3bpZhN2J0oJ/R9ePCji1f/izX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekEhh0HW/ncLa+sbmVnG7tLO7t39QPjxqmTjVjDdZLGPdCajhUijeRIGSdxLNaRRI3g7GtzO//ci1EbG6x0nC/YgOlQgFo2ilh14gKRujFlQNJe+XK27VnYOsEi8nFcjR6Je/eoOYpRFXyCQ1puu5CfoZ1SiY5NNSLzU8sQvokHctVTTixs/mV0/JmVUGJIy1LYVkrv6eyGhkzCQKbGdEcWSWvZn4n9dNMbzxM6GSFLlii0VhKgnGZBYBGQjNGcqJJZRpYW8lbEQ1ZWiDKtkQvOWXV0nroupdVd27y0qtnsdRhBM4hXPw4BpqUIcGNIGBhmd4hTfnyXlx3p2PRWvByWeO4Q+czx/V7ZK/</latexit>N
<latexit sha1_base64="tkaEuCpm+9qPjmOgEMQYgCz626w=">AAAB9XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0WPBS48V7Ae0sWy2m3bpZhN2J0oJ/R9ePCji1f/izX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekEhh0HW/ncLa+sbmVnG7tLO7t39QPjxqmTjVjDdZLGPdCajhUijeRIGSdxLNaRRI3g7GtzO//ci1EbG6x0nC/YgOlQgFo2ilh14gKRujFlQNJe+XK27VnYOsEi8nFcjR6Je/eoOYpRFXyCQ1puu5CfoZ1SiY5NNSLzU8sQvokHctVTTixs/mV0/JmVUGJIy1LYVkrv6eyGhkzCQKbGdEcWSWvZn4n9dNMbzxM6GSFLlii0VhKgnGZBYBGQjNGcqJJZRpYW8lbEQ1ZWiDKtkQvOWXV0nroupdVd27y0qtnsdRhBM4hXPw4BpqUIcGNIGBhmd4hTfnyXlx3p2PRWvByWeO4Q+czx/V7ZK/</latexit>N <latexit sha1_base64="nGelNkoBnyP67JdJTVeI86UFDH0=">AAAB83icbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4Kokoeix46bGC/YAmlM120i7dbOLuRiihf8OLB0W8+me8+W/ctjlo64OBx3szuzMvTAXXxnW/nbX1jc2t7dJOeXdv/+CwcnTc1kmmGLZYIhLVDalGwSW2DDcCu6lCGocCO+H4buZ3nlBpnsgHM0kxiOlQ8ogzaqzk+6GgbKwfM6qwX6m6NXcOskq8glShQLNf+fIHCctilIYJqnXPc1MT5FQZzgROy36mMbXP0yH2LJU0Rh3k852n5NwqAxIlypY0ZK7+nshprPUkDm1nTM1IL3sz8T+vl5noNsi5TDODki0+ijJBTEJmAZABV8iMmFhCmeJ2V8JGVFFmbExlG4K3fPIqaV/WvOuae39VrTeKOEpwCmdwAR7cQB0a0IQWMEjhGV7hzcmcF+fd+Vi0rjnFzAn8gfP5A1dLkeY=</latexit>⌅ <latexit sha1_base64="nGelNkoBnyP67JdJTVeI86UFDH0=">AAAB83icbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4Kokoeix46bGC/YAmlM120i7dbOLuRiihf8OLB0W8+me8+W/ctjlo64OBx3szuzMvTAXXxnW/nbX1jc2t7dJOeXdv/+CwcnTc1kmmGLZYIhLVDalGwSW2DDcCu6lCGocCO+H4buZ3nlBpnsgHM0kxiOlQ8ogzaqzk+6GgbKwfM6qwX6m6NXcOskq8glShQLNf+fIHCctilIYJqnXPc1MT5FQZzgROy36mMbXP0yH2LJU0Rh3k852n5NwqAxIlypY0ZK7+nshprPUkDm1nTM1IL3sz8T+vl5noNsi5TDODki0+ijJBTEJmAZABV8iMmFhCmeJ2V8JGVFFmbExlG4K3fPIqaV/WvOuae39VrTeKOEpwCmdwAR7cQB0a0IQWMEjhGV7hzcmcF+fd+Vi0rjnFzAn8gfP5A1dLkeY=</latexit>⌅
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FIG. 3: The data points N refer to a matriculant entering varsity, 4 refers to undergraduate

education/pedagogies, � to honour’s, � Masters and PhD, to post-doctoral, and ⊕ to an expert.

epistemic relations even at this initial stage, with applicants’ mathematics and science marks

being viewed as an indication of an applicant’s foundational knowledge and understanding

(i.e., foundational competence). The strong value for competence as a critical aspect of a

nascent theoretical physicist identity was also evident in the clustering of data points related

to undergraduate studies in the knowledge quadrant of the specialisation plane. The pattern

confirmed that at this stage of identity development, knowledge acquisition, familiarisation

of students with disciplinary concepts, and the gradual development of epistemological con-

stellations is foregrounded.

The endurance of the knowledge of physics and the notion that there is a particular “right

way” to engage with this knowledge (as highlighted in the quote below), is particularly

noteworthy:

“Pedagogies are very often traditional. I think there are a few places trying new things,

you know, like flipped classrooms, but it’s still very much the same content as probably the

content of the last 100 years. The textbook from 1952 is still the same textbook content-wise,

as was used in 2012. Because of the nature of physics being so hierarchical, there’s not really

much can that can be changed. So, it’s largely presented the same way too.”

The idea of “right answers” and “right procedures”, as well as the strong classification

and framing highlighted in the above quote, are indicative of both strong ontic relations

(OR+) suggesting high ontic fidelity, as well as strong discursive relations and procedural
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purism (Maton, 2014). In this respect, undergraduate study is characterized by strict rules

applied in tightly bound contexts, with the lecturer (as the expert) setting the rules for the

engagement with the knowledge. However, it also confirms the importance of competence in

the identity of a theoretical physicist. Performance development is also addressed to some

extent in the course of undergraduate studies, with students entering university studies in

physics faced with time intensive lectures and laboratories designed to build their conceptual

knowledge base and to develop an appreciation for the methodology of basic sciences.

As students progress through the undergraduate qualification, competence and perfor-

mance is developed through the deepening of conceptual knowledge and the integration

of more complex procedures and practices, with emphasis shifting to problem solving and

broader application of concepts:

“Problem solving becomes more important towards 3rd year. There’s a focus on problems

outside of the box – problems you can’t fit into lectures.”

Students may thus, experience epistemological shifts through the undergraduate curricu-

lum, however, ontological shifts associated with identity development may not be guaranteed.

In this regard, there appeared to be tacit acknowledgement that ontological shifts require

a certain pre-existing disposition, referred to in the interview as “an intuition possessed

by some students” that is indicative of their potential to become fully fledged theoretical

physicists. This “intuition” is suggestive of knower attributes and the possibility of a born

gaze (Maton, 2014) being an important component in overall theoretical physicist identity

development. Given the strong emphasis of the dominance of the knowledge code in the un-

dergraduate curriculum, acknowledgement of particular knower attributes as an important

feature at this early stage of identity development was somewhat unexpected, and perhaps

not often interrogated in the traditional teaching pedagogies, given the focus on traditional,

transmission-based pedagogies mentioned earlier.

On graduation, the data suggest the expectation that students will have developed a

“trained” gaze (Maton, 2014), having achieved sufficient conceptual grounding (competence)

and familiarity with the practices of physics (performance) to enable a shift to a more so-

phisticated way of engaging with the knowledge of the discipline in postgraduate studies.

However, this trained gaze (Maton, 2014) is still considered insufficient for legitimate pe-

ripheral participation (Lave and Wenger, 1991), as indicated below:

“There is so much you have to learn before you get to that point (of being recognized as
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an expert). You have to have a certain command of a lot of the language and procedures. . .”

It is the focussed development of a certain command of the discourse of theoretical physics

that is emphasised at postgraduate level, coupled with induction into the socio-cultural

practices of the discipline (where the culture and disciplinary “norms” become visible),

that facilitate the emergence of the cultivated gaze (Maton, 2014) required for legitimate

participation.

The data shows that the real shift signalling a move towards identifying as a legitimate

theoretical physicist only really appears at PhD and postdoctoral levels. If a student has

developed a sufficiently deep foundational knowledge base, they will be able to not only

apply that knowledge but start to evolve the knowledge by conceptualising applications of

knowledge in different, possibly unrelated contexts. An equally important shift that occurs

at this stage is the strengthening of social relations, where communication of ideas and

networking becomes important and where the role of the supervisor is especially critical. In

the author’s account of his own developmental journey, this is highlighted by the following

quotes from the interview:

“The supervisor is seen as the expert in the discipline. The PhD is the equivalent of the

apprenticeship.”

“During my PhD, I produced 5 research papers. The first few, the supervisor conceives

the idea, the last few, the supervisor shifts the work of conceptualization to the student as

well.”

“Emphasis on postdoc studies – produce papers. This shows the ability to publish but also

shows the knowledge and skills. But references are also important – who you know – your

network that you build during multiple postdocs (and big collaborators) is really important.”

The last quote above signals the importance of recognition in the identity of a theoretical

physicist, and the pivotal roles of publications and networking. In this respect, the super-

visor plays the primary role in facilitating these first connections in forming a collaborative

network, and will often assist in finding their first academic and research positions. The

tools and connections the supervisor provides therefore assist the student in their post-PhD

experiences, as they build new connections of their own, through attendances at conferences

and workshops. Provision of such opportunities by PhD supervisors and the individual’s own

engagement in multiple postdoctoral fellowships thereafter, are thus, key factors in identity

development. These experiences facilitate legitimacy through publications (the impact and

12



renown that these publications have, viewed as strong signals of ability to perform indepen-

dently as a theoretical physicist) while the post-doctoral fellowships enable the development

of a network of colleagues. This demonstrates the strong social relations that dominate at

this stage of development, as one moves closer to being identified as a theoretical physicist.

It does, however, highlight that identity is very strongly linked to interactions with others

in communities of practice (Lave and Wenger, 2001), and access and integration into the

academic tribe is facilitated largely through competence and performance:

“If I meet someone at a conference, you start chatting with this person, you can tell

almost immediately if they have a certain confidence within themselves about the knowledge

they’re talking about. Instead of being a bit vague, they have a particular outlook. They have

developed their own ideas and their own gravitas towards it. The way he or she conducts

themselves or asks questions signals that they know what they’re talking about.”

The ‘outlook’ mentioned in the above quote may be equated to the cultivated gaze of an

expert in the discipline, which is as much dependent on recognition as is it on competency and

performance, with the undergraduate and early postgraduate years of study focused on the

latter, and recognition developed more extensively in latter years of PhD and postdoctoral

studies.

The integrative role of the supervisor at PhD level is thus very significant in developing

the cultivated gaze of a theoretical physicist, the model of supervision (Lee, 2007) tending

towards critical thinking with elements of enculturation. As has been explained, this is due

to the hierarchical structure of the discipline which requires an immersion in the background

theory before “problematising” and then “finding connections” (Lee, 2007). However, such

a hierarchy emphasises a one-sided power relationship, where the supervisor decides what

is legitimate knowledge (Bernstein, 1999). Also highlighted is that identity of emergent

theoretical physicists is very strongly linked to the identity and values of the supervisor,

and a significant part of this identity is framed in terms of recognition and social relations.

This does then suggest that there may indeed be some tension for supervisors in enabling

recognition in circles outside of academia. However, as mentioned by Carlone and Johnson,

identity is emergent, and if the development of the other elements of identity, viz., compe-

tence and performance are well supported, students may be able to shift from a purist to a

doctrinal insight (Maton, 2014) when required to apply themselves in a different context.
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V. CONCLUDING REMARKS

Science identity formation is a complex phenomenon arising from the interactions between

an individual and a particular body of scientific knowledge as well as the individual and other

scientists. For theoretical physics, identity is initially shaped by strong interactions with the

knowledge and procedures of the discipline, with emphasis placed on the development of the

competence and performance aspects of science identity. However, knower attributes and so-

cial relations play an increasingly important role in the transition from learning about physics

to becoming and being recognised as a theoretical physicist. For students and graduates on

a career path to academia, this transition may be more easily facilitated by supervisors

who are themselves recognised as legitimate theoretical physicists. For students intending

to enter workplaces outside of academia, however, the process of recognition building may

be more challenging both for the students and their supervisors. As pointed out by Carlone

and Johnson (2007), identity is shaped by the contexts in which one operates. It is, there-

fore, possible that the strong knowledge competence and performance attributes developed

during undergraduate and postgraduate studies may be leveraged by those students to gain

recognition of a different type in different contexts. This possibility, as well as other ways

that STEM supervisors might be envisaging shifting supervision practices to better prepare

graduates for diverse working environments, will be explored further in a related study.
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